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hough dermatologists may disagree about the appropriate role
for cosmetics within their specialty, I would venture to guess

that most agree that cosmetic laser procedures should be provid-
ed by or under the direct supervision of a physician—preferably
a physician well-versed in the care and treatment of skin. 

So the recent announcement that American Laser Centers
(ALC), a national chain of laser hair removal and skin rejuvenation bou-
tiques staffed by “trained technicians,” has doubled its number of treat-
ment centers and spread to 31 states probably sparked some alarm.  Laser
boutiques are nothing new, but the emergence of a nationwide super-cen-
ter is troubling.

For one thing, there are obvious safety concerns. American Laser
Centers didn’t return a request for confirmation, but its listing of physician
operators often reports one doctor as overseeing several locales, suggesting
there isn’t always a doctor on-site. Plus, while some laser boutiques advertise
trained nursing staff, the ALC website’s reference to “technicians” suggests
that in some regions, providers don’t necessarily have medical training.

Then there’s the simple fact that competition from a Walmart of laser
centers could undercut individual physician practices seeking to provide
quality laser services. ALC offers various package discounts and promo-
tions, including a microdermabrasion bundle. Worse still, broad-based
marketing campaigns could engender unrealistic public expectations about
the short- and long-term benefits of laser treatments.

Because regulations regarding administration and oversight of laser
therapies vary widely across the country, companies such as American
Laser Centers are acting well within their rights. But for dermatologists
who truly understand the intricacies of photothermolysis and the potential
risks, such endeavors seem rife with danger. Unless or until national guide-
lines establish standards for laser provisions, laser boutiques will continue
to grow in popularity.

Dermatologists—even those who opt not to personally provide cosmet-
ic laser treatments—must be prepared to counsel patients about what to
look for in a laser therapy provider. Cosmetic services may not be your
personal interest, but cutaneous health certainly is. Taking the time to
answer patients’ questions and share your educated opinions could guide
patients to better decisions and help avoid unfortunate adverse events. 

Paul Winnington, 
Editor-in-Chief
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